Extra comfort for
your customers

The Pluses
of Anacon’s Comfort+
Significantly Quieter Operation!
automatically ramps up the blower at the start
of every cycle. Your customer will never hear their system
kick on or off again!
Fine tune the systems like never before!
Comfort+ allows you to finitely adjust the maximum
speed of the blower in both the heating and cooling cycles,
virtually eliminating vent, duct and return noises.

All of your customers deserve quite operation
from their current central heating and cooling
system. That’s what makes a house a
"comfortable" home.
So why do many of your customers endure
noisy ducts, noisy system start-ups, drafty,
intemperate rooms and expensive operating
costs? Because until now, expensive featurepacked replacement units or high cost system
modifications were a family’s only option.

Introducing Comfort+
from Anacon Systems
The ultimate system upgrade solution

Add Idle or De-Stratification Mode to current
systems!
Select from three different modes of operation. The "Idle"
setting costs pennies a day to operate, yet it continuously
conditions the air, enhances the operations of electronic
air filters or humidifiers and helps eliminate the moldy or
musty duct odors experienced in high humidity climates.
Significantly extend the life of the air circulator
system!
Comfort+ operates the blower motor at significantly
lower operating temperatures, prolonging the blower
motor’s life. Its "Soft-Start" feature reduces the wear and
tear on mechanical components during system start up.
Comfort+ can save your customer energy dollars!
Microprocessor-based digital operation provides a
synthesized and pure AC sine wave to the blower motor
resulting in 15-20% improvement in energy efficiency.
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Anacon Systems created Comfort+ with
state-of-the-art electronics as the ultimate system
Comfort+ is a digital blower
control that combines the important features of
today’s high end H/AC systems in an affordable
and easy to install control package for the central
heating and cooling system.
Adding a Comfort+ upgrade solution to your
customer’s present H/AC system provides all the
features for a truly comfortable home – an upgrade
to high end features without the high end cost.

Easy and Quick to Install!
is compact! Install in minutes inside the blower
cabinet and electrically in-line between the present blower
motor and control relays.

Do the twist! Setting the desired heating
and cooling speeds or idle mode is just a
turn away.
(for safety, use an insulated tip screwdriver)

Comfort+ Pricing
is a Plus too!
TM

Order Comfort+ Factory-Direct

toll free: 888-456-3398

or online: www.anaconsystems.com
MasterCard, Visa & American Express accepted

